Thinking Time

By dropping one letter at a time in the words below, you form new words. See if you can get down to just one single-letter word.

Example: crane can an a

SWINE

SPOILT

BLINK

SCREAM

HEART

FLATTER

BRAIN

APART

GRASP

SPLASH

CREATED

SNOWING

Words in Words

Each word below has an article of clothing concealed in it. Find the hidden word and write it next to the word in which it is concealed.

CHATTER

INVESTMENT

DUSTIEST

DOGLOVER

ESCAPEE

INCAPACITY

UNIVERSAL

ADDRESS

SHORTSTOP

'Pin' Words

Find the words that fit the clues below. All begin with 'P I N'.

This PIN means to squeeze hard: ____________

This PIN means a colour: _____________

This PIN is a type of horse: __________

This PIN is a pattern of lines: ____________

This PIN is a rock formation: ____________

This PIN is a type of wood: __________

This PIN is an entertainment game: ___________